LX007 LARGE SLATES. Natural slate blackboards from Portugal. Size: 7 ½” x 9 ¼”. Unit of 12. $42.00.

LX010 SLATE PENCILS. Inexpensive pencil made of slate to write on slate boards as they did in the old days! Erase by rubbing with a damp cloth. Portugal. Unit of 50. $12.50.

LX006 SMALL SLATES. Natural slate blackboard from Portugal. Size: 5½” x 7 ½”. Unit of 12. $36.00.

YB036 SERIES “D” DOLLS. An assortment of 14” rag dolls with lovely molded faces. Beautifully detailed clothes and matching bonnets. Thailand. Unit of 6 dolls assorted. $73.50.

YB058 VICTORIAN DOLLS. A series of 17” rag dolls with molded faces and beautifully designed clothes with the past in mind. Removable dress. 2 assorted styles. Unit of 4. $60.00.

YB012 SERIES “A” LINEN DRESS DOLL. 14” Soft-face rag doll wears blue & white or burgundy & white checked dress under a cream linen apron. Dress and apron are removable. Unit of 6. $64.50.

LZ034 FROG CLICKER. Colorful tin toy. Press metal strip under frog to make clicking sound. Size: 3”. Comes in its own heavy paper sleeve with graphics. Unit of 12. $28.20.

LA008 WOOD VILLAGE SETS IN MESH BAGS. Old-fashioned wood town with buildings, trees, people and animals. Germany. Unit of 12. 2 styles assorted. $64.80.

LZ032 SMALL WOOD TOPS WITH GLITTER. Beautifully painted wood tops sparkle with glitter. Germany. Size: 1 ¾”. Unit of 12 assorted. $30.00.
CB003A JACOBS LADDER. Hold the wood in an extended position, tip the top piece and watch the pieces flip down one at a time. Individually wrapped. Size: 2” x 12”. Unit of 12. $18.00.

BY004 HARMONICA. High quality 16-tone metal harmonica. Size: 5”. Individually boxed. Unit of 12. $31.20.

XF001 MARBLES IN MESH BAG. Beauties! Turbos, cat-eyes, incas. Each bag holds 24 16mm marbles plus a 24mm shooter. Unit of 36 bags assorted. $39.60.


CJ018 WOOD KITCHEN SET. Natural wood child’s set includes cutting board, fork, rolling pin, spatula, mallets. Poly bagged with header. Size: 10 ½” x 5 ½”. Unit of 6. $18.00.

CK088 WOOD POP GUN. Press in handle and watch cork on string pop out! Natural wood with painted stripes of red and green. Size: 8 ½”. Unit of 12. $18.00.

CB006 WOOD TOP WITH CORD. Classic natural wood “turnip” top. Pull cord and watch it spin. Individually bagged with header. Size: 3”. Unit of 24. $42.00.

BY041 WOOD DOMINOES. Old time dominoes in a natural wood box with sliding top and instructions. 28 black wood tiles with white numerical dots. Shrink wrapped. Size 6 ¼”. Unit of 24. $24.00.

CB007 WOODEN YOYO. Classic natural wood yo-yo with string. Traditional wood toy. Individually bagged with header. Size: 2 ½”. Unit of 24. $30.00.
XA090 ART DECO MINI TEA SET. Blue & lavender swirl edged in gold. Size of scalloped tray: 4 ¾“. Unit of 6. $42.00

CA083A WOOD FLORAL FAN. Decorative wooden fan with filigree-style cut-outs and hand painted floral design in center. Colorful tassel. Size: 8“. Unit of 12. $15.00.

XA088 MOSAIC MINI TEA SET. Embossed white squares with lavender and pink accents. Gold trim. Size of tray: 5“. Unit of 6. $42.00.

LA011 WOOD MOUNTAINEER ON A STRING. Painted mountaineer moves up the rope as you pull it taut. Figure is 2“ tall. Unit of 6. $45.00

LA013 ANIMAL PUSHIES. Beautiful wooden bead animals dance when you push button under base. Cat, cow, dog, goat, horse. Germany. Size: 3“. Unit of 6 assorted. $40.50.

LA010 WOOD MONKEYS ON A STRING. Painted mom and baby monkey move up the rope as you pull it taut. Figure is 2“ tall. Unit of 6. $49.50.

LZ031 METAL SPACESHIP TIN TOY. Retro key-wound tin toy with colorful graphics, including silhouettes of aliens. Spaceship zooms forward and changes direction. For adult collectors. Size: 2 “. Unit of 6. $30.00.